Dear National Governments,
Modern democracy is facing many challenges, but it also promises many opportunities. We
need to update democracy to fit the urgencies, direction and trends of the 21st century. Over
the last decades, our societies have modernized and advanced tremendously - so why didn’t
our democratic practice evolve accordingly? Why have we not explored contemporary and
creative ways and means to foster citizen participation in decision-making processes?
We, organizations and individuals supporting new and innovative processes of
democracy, call on our national governments to introduce randomly-selected citizens’
assemblies as a means of strengthening democracy and bringing citizens closer to
decision-making processes.
The number of those who no longer believe in democratic solutions in view of the great
challenges of our time is constantly growing. The legitimacy of democratically elected
governments suffers massively. As representatives, you have a responsibility to do
everything in your power to stop the democratic downward trend. Citizens' assemblies have
been shown to act as a democratic cure. Participate in saving democracy by supporting the
establishment of Citizens' Assemblies and taking their results seriously.
We believe that delivering real democracy must not be a complicated task. We believe that it
can be as simple as a group of everyday people across different ages, genders, educational
levels and backgrounds meeting, discussing face to face, and proposing policy solutions to
the central questions facing our societies
This is why we call upon you to put citizens at the center of exploring and designing
proposals to the fundamental issues that are important to them. We urge you to:
-

Introduce citizens’ assemblies as an integral part of citizen participation
Allow sufficient time for independently-moderated structured debate

-

Ensure independent process moderation and management
Make the final recommendations of the citizens’ assembly publically available
Give serious consideration to the proposals suggested by the citizens’
assembly and begin a process of legislative change

Experiences in Ireland, Belgium and the UK have shown that citizens’ assemblies can work
and benefit the democratic process.
In the long term, society becomes more trusting of the political process as their fellow
citizens have held an integral part of reviewing and preparing recommendations on ongoing
legislation.
We count on you to seize the opportunity to reinvigorate democracy by introducing citizens’
assemblies in the legislative process.
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